Thank you for purchasing Playskool's Mr. Magic Tricks!

Your preschooler and Mr. Magic Tricks™ make a great magic-making team - together, they can put on a magic show for family and friends, again and again! Here are the magical secrets on how to perform the tricks. With a little practice, your child will be a master magician in no time!

TRICK #1
The "Rabbit in the Hat" Trick

Press the "jewel" on Mr. Magic Tricks' top hat. Surprise! A bunny rabbit pops right up out of the hat! To put the rabbit back into the hat, just press down on the top of the hat until it snaps shut.

TRICK #2
The Magic Wand

Hold the magic wand right side up (i.e., wide end facing up). Use your thumb to slide the button on the side of the wand from right to left. Presto! Flowers magically "appear!" To make the flowers disappear, use your thumb to pull the button down and lock it into its "safety catch."

TRICK #3 (A)
Now You See it... Now You Don't

A. You can place one of the coins or one of the cards in Mr. Magic Tricks' left hand to make it disappear. First, his left hand must be in the "out" position, with secret compartment also in the "out" position. If left hand is still inside his sleeve, press inwards with your thumb to make hand come out of sleeve to reveal the secret compartment inside.

TRICK #3 (B)

3. Now, place a coin (or card) inside the secret compartment as shown. The compartment has a circular recess for the coin. It is also sized to fit the card exactly.

TRICK #3 (C)

C. Push the hand back into the sleeve.

TRICK #3 (D)

D. If you want the coin to disappear, hold the hand between your thumb and index finger and pull the hand outwards. If you want the coin to appear again, push the hand inwards with your thumb and release.

TRICK #3 (E)

E. This trick will also work with any U.S. coin up to the size of a quarter. It is possible for these thinner coins to get trapped inside Mr. Magic Tricks. If this happens, just shake him until the coin comes out the bottom of Mr. Magic Tricks' foot.
**TRICK #4**
Where Will the Coin Appear?

Place Mr. Magic Tricks on a flat surface. Slip a coin into the slot in back of his top hat - where will it appear? Presto! It may come out in his right hand, or it may appear in his back pocket. If he is holding the magic wand, you must remove it to retrieve coin from his right hand. To retrieve coin from back pocket, simply lift the pocket door.

**TRICK #5**
Magic Hanky

Give a little tug on the magic hanky. Surprise! It magically keeps going and going! To make the hanky pop back into place, just press the button underneath Mr. Magic Tricks' right arm. Poof! It's gone!

**TRICK #6**
Magic Color Change Cards

Both of the cards feature color-change magic! Just dip the fabric end of the magic wand in water to make it wet. Rub the fabric over the front side of the card. Abracadabra! A picture will magically appear! To make the image disappear, simply allow the card to dry. Then do the trick again! (It takes approximately 10 minutes for the card to dry.)

**STORAGE**

When you're finished playing, always place the magic wand in Mr. Magic Tricks' right hand, right side up (i.e., wide end facing up). The wand should be stored with flowers in "out" position.